
 

Generic Emergency Response Plan 
  

  
 

The following text and flow diagram provides a generic emergency response plan for the discovery of 
potential UXO.   

 

1) On discovery of a suspected UXO, site management should be immediately notified.  All works are 

to cease and staff moved to a safe distance beyond the site exclusion zone safety cordon and 

consistent with the Site Evacuation Plan.  The suspected UXO must be secured/monitored to ensure 

it is not disturbed further until competent EOC/EOD personnel arrive to make positive 

identification/assessment. 

2) All suspected items are to be treated as live and high risk until identified otherwise.  

3) If EOC/EOD personnel are already present on site they can make an assessment as to the nature 

of the UXO and confirm its status. If inert, the UXO can be disposed of immediately. If the UXO is 

live/hazardous, it will require disposal by the EOD unit. 

4) If no EOC/EOD personnel are present, the contracted EOD consultant should be contacted to make 

an assessment on the condition of the nature of the suspected UXO. If the suspected items is 

deemed non-UXO/inert in nature, or does not provide an immediate hazard to life or property, the 

contracted EOD team will attend site to dispose of the item. In the meantime, any safety cordon at 

the site will remain in place. 

5) If the suspected item is deemed to be hazardous and is considered to present an immediate danger 

to life or property, and no EOD unit is on site, the Police will be informed to organise for disposal by 

Military personnel. 

6) Liaison with local authorities will be undertaken once the EOD unit has been tasked and will be 

informed that a disposal operation is taking place and advise whether any further measures are 

required.  In the unlikely event that an evacuation is required, the local authorities will have a key 

role in facilitating this. 

7) Once the disposal operation is complete, the EOD unit will provide an all clear which will be 

communicated to all stakeholders and any safety cordons will be lifted. 
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